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Om shanti!

Yes! My attention at least a few times today was to see what could be the experience to
merge in God's love. I think you must have tried today and more I realized that when
there is the experience of God's love then that experience of God's love helps us to
accept everything what Baba says, I think when we came in the beginning all of us, I
don't know how much knowledge we understood maybe I am a soul and God's child but
not the Drama, or cycle or time to return home or about the confluence age but we
accepted everything right! It was not basically because of logic or reasoning so when
there is love, there is acceptance. How many of you agree with me because even
amongst ourselves in a relationship, when there is love, we accept and then when we
accept then we start practicing, we start following.. right! Before in lokik world
worthiness was the qualification in the form of education or which family you belong to
but since we have knowledge that I am a soul so if I am a soul what is my worthiness,
what is the soul worth? So, worthiness is recognition of my eternal self. Actually
everything in life depends on purity as much soul is pure we are removing the alloy to
the same extent the worth is changing first iron age to copper age and then move
forward to silver then to gold so the worth, the value keep increasing and then when
there is purity that's the value of the soul that is it becomes golden. Gold is when all
alloy is removed and what emerges in us is our part in drama, in the golden age. Even
though I think at the confluence age the part we are given, each one’s part is based on
the worth, both ways the self-worth but along with the self-worth, from Baba also you
get to play that part because it's the worthiness. Sometimes we think, and some people
even ask us how come you or anyone who is given this part - is based on what and I
said it's the worthiness, the value because of the purity. So as much as we accept what
Baba says and follow Baba we are reclaiming what we were originally and it's not
something very simple, even if we say that yes! Baba says I have come to change you
from human to deity, I have come to change you from human to deity on the path of
worshiping - into Gods and Goddesses. Deities are worshiped right! But then even now
at confluence age as Baba said that the love of other souls towards you will keep
increasing. Love, pure feelings, bhavna, attraction of purity, worthiness, and it is very
natural to bow in front of something which is pure, always! So, as the worth is increasing
Baba says first you become praiseworthy, worthy of praise. I mean in today's world
people will talk about someone's qualifications, but at the confluence age because
based on purity the attraction, the attainments through other souls, makes the soul
praiseworthy. I remember that for Didi Manmohini, Dadiji, there was so much respect.
Whatever Dadiji will say in the morning, whatever she wants to give us the plan,



everyone will accept it. Acceptance was there you know because of the respect we
have for Dadi. So, first we become praiseworthy, what praise? Whatever the praise we
sing for Sri krishna, first is 16 degrees pure. One time Dadi Prakashmani, she was there
in Madhuban, in Pandav bhavan and she had this thought that this is God's home, so
invited all the Mahatma’s, guru’s and all these great souls who were very famous. So,
an invitation was sent and about 80 accepted. I was there at that time and you will be
surprised by the requests they sent but when they came with their followers someone
had a Silver throne, someone had a big chair that they brought with them and some
requested us also. So, Dadi you know our Dadi Prakashmani, she was very humble. So,
she was sitting in Didi's room, Didi used to be next to Baba's room so she was sitting on
a sofa, it was quite a big sofa. So, one of the gurus, the most important one to him,
Dadi, just like a sister said brother, ‘sit here’, pointing next to her. He was sharing his
experience the next morning in the class, Dadi’s saree they call it ‘pallu’ just touched
him as he was sitting and he said there was such a current of purity. He was just saying
the difference in our purity and in Dadi's purity is of day and night. So, the next day he
came and he wanted to bow to her, he touched her feet and she said no! We don't do
that here and then he said to Dadi it was during Raksha-Bandhan, generally as guru’s
we don't tie rakhi but today I give you my wrist, you tie rakhi and he said in his ashram
there are many sadhu’s, many of them. So, he starts singing the praise of Dadi and he
said these Brahma Kumaris, their purity is not just like our’s, as we are sadhu’s, so we
are pure or celibate but the purity of Dadi he said, my whole body was as though current
was flowing, that is the worth right! Praiseworthy because our practice of soul
consciousness and especially with Dadi’s for so many years living together, there were
so many of them, but they were very detached, they were very lovely, they were very
sweet, and then other thing is when there is purity then there are all virtues also right!
That means as much there is purity, you are peaceful, you are calm, you have patience,
and all virtues like we say that God is one who is ever pure. So, then automatically all
other qualities of bliss, of love, of purity all those are qualities in God. So, same is with
each one of us and then further when we follow all maryadas, very high principles in life
then definitely the soul is becoming worthy, worthy of praise. Baba says that at the
confluence age because the body is not from pure elements, even though the body is
pure, we eat pure food and everything is pure, so that way the body is pure but the
elements are not from where the body is created those elements are not pure. So, Baba
says because of that you cannot be worshipped. When the soul and the body both are
pure like in the golden age even elements are pure then what we become is worship
worthy. So, our worth when we think of our worth we have never thought this way, right!
When the astrologer saw Dadi Prakashmani’s hand when she was born he was telling
her father that she will become empress, she will be queen, and many of us were told
about our fortune by these astrologers but we didn't know what kind of fortune because



people made the world’s worth equivalent to whatever wealth they have right! How
many cars they have, how many bungalows they have, so these days they say this one
is worth billion, five billion, so their worth is equivalent to money but it's very different,
what we restore as being in loveleen stage is this deep feeling of purity and then from
that purity a lot of natural love for everyone. I find that there is always love for everyone,
there is only love, there is nothing else right! You don't dislike anyone, you don't have a
problem with anyone, it's always love and this love is coming from purity. So, the worth,
what Baba is making us, divine, worship worthy deities, and each one of us feels the
vibrations from one's own self internally of divinity. I do feel I think you all must be
feeling maybe not all the time and there is no ego in that, some might think oh! It's ego
to think I am divine and I am becoming worship worthy, no it’s not ego but Baba says at
confluence when I come you have to go back or reach to your original stage of being
worship worthy and not only the soul but then the elements also become pure. Our
loveful vibrations, some mornings or even in the evening when I am seeing all the trees
and rain and it’s so beautiful. I just say to them, I love you because nature will give back
to us that love. Baba says that when the worth increases then even nature will serve
you. They show that Shri Krishna was being taken in a basket and crossing the river
and the tides in the river were getting so high because they wanted to touch the feet of
Shri Krishna, his father was almost drowning but he knew that he won't drown and
nothing will happen to Krishna, so there's no fear of water because of the love, because
of the purity, even the elements will not hurt you but they will serve you. So, just keep
thinking about your worth and then you stay in that self-respect, self-worth brings
self-respect. Some souls are amazed to see how simple our life is but how much there
is this self-respect. People mostly will have so much jewelry, rings in their fingers, and
so many things, but Baba's children I don't have anything, not even any bank account,
nothing but I never think who will feed, what will happen, no! As souls and nature,
everyone is willing to serve. So, the worthiness, think more about it which God creates
or restores in us is a very beautiful aspect, which I don't think was there, yes! There was
this kind of inner desire, somewhere about purity, about love for God but it's only when I
understand and start practicing then naturally purity emerges. We follow maryadas but
there is no fear right because the soul and body both have such beautiful, pure, and
powerful vibrations because that's where love and purity, we say, has a power. So, it's
very interesting to think that as much as I remain merged in God's love, my acceptance
is there and I restore the worthiness. There are many hindi words but I don't know
maybe very few might understand but worthiness, they belong to God's clan, God's
family, Brahmin clan, we can keep thinking about this as to how much Baba at the
confluence age has given us, so many titles, they are called trikaldarshi, swadarshan
chakradhari, yes! So many titles! So, just remain merged in Baba's love. And it is so
invisible, God's love is not something like oh! He loves me, no! But everything around



me, everything just works out so well, it's God's love, that he takes care, takes care of
us in a very beautiful manner. I just feel as much He is not visible that much is His
presence, arranging everything for me. I just need to have that love, and trust so
whenever you are sitting here, there, anywhere, just have thought - let me merge in
Baba's love. So, you are invoking that love from Baba that means you are becoming
more and more full of the power of love. So, it's not just love but loveleen means to
merge in God's love so when there is love then the vibrations are very beautiful. So, we
have to become embodiments of that.

Om shanti!


